Creating high-quality wide-coverage multilingual semantic lexicons to support knowledge-based approaches is a challenging time-consuming manual task. This has traditionally been performed by linguistic experts: a slow and expensive process. We present an experiment in which we adapt and evaluate crowdsourcing methods employing native speakers to generate a list of coarse-grained senses under a common multilingual semantic taxonomy for sets of words in six languages. 451 non-experts (including 427 Mechanical Turk workers) and 15 expert participants semantically annotated 250 words manually for Arabic, Chinese, English, Italian, Portuguese and Urdu lexicons. In order to avoid erroneous (spam) crowdsourced results, we used a novel taskspecific two-phase filtering process where users were asked to identify synonyms in the target language, and remove erroneous senses.
Introduction
Machine understanding of the meaning of words, phrases, sentences and documents has challenged computational linguists since the 1950s, and much progress has been made at multiple levels. Different types of semantic annotation have been developed, such as word sense disambiguation, semantic role labelling, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis and content analysis. Common to all of these tasks, in the supervised setting, is the requirement for a wide coverage semantic lexicon acting as a knowledge base from which to select or derive potential word or phrase level sense annotations.
The creation of large-scale semantic lexical resources is a time-consuming and difficult task. For new languages, regional varieties, dialects, or domains the task will need to be repeated and then revised over time as word meanings evolve. In this paper, we report on work in which we adapt crowdsourcing techniques to speed up the creation of new semantic lexical resources. We evaluate how efficient the approach is, and how robust the semantic representation is across six languages.
The task that we focus on here is a particularly challenging one. Given a word, each annotator must decide on its meaning [s] and assign the word to single or multiple tags in a pre-existing semantic taxonomy. This task is similar to that undertaken by trained lexicographers during the process of writing or updating dictionary entries. Even for experts, this is a complex task. Kilgarriff (1997) highlighted a number of issues related to lexicographers 'lumping' or 'splitting' senses of a word and cautioned that even lexicographers do not believe in words having a "discrete, non-overlapping set of senses". Véronis (2001) showed that interannotator agreement is very low in sense tagging using a traditional dictionary. For our purpose, we use the USAS taxonomy. 1 If a linguist were undertaking this task, as they have done in the past with Finnish (Löfberg et al., 2005) and Russian (Mudraya et al., 2006 ) USAS taxonomies, they would first spend some time learning the semantic taxonomy. In this experimental scenario, we aim to investigate whether or not non-expert native speakers can succeed on the word-to-senses classification task without being trained on the taxonomy in advance, therefore mitigating a significant overhead for the work. In addition, further motivation for our experiments is to validate the applicability of the USAS taxonomy (Rayson et al., 2004) , with a non-expert crowd, as a framework for multilingual sense representation. The USAS taxonomy was selected for this experiment since it offers a manageable coarse-grained set of categories that have already been applied to a number of languages. This taxonomy is distinct from other potential choices, such as WordNet. The USAS tagset is originally loosely based on the Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English (McArthur, 1981) and has a hierarchical structure with 21 major domains (see table 1) subdividing into three levels. Versions of the USAS tagger or tagset exist in 15 languages in total and for each language, native speakers have re-evaluated the applicability of the tagset with some specific extensions for Chinese (Qian and Piao, 2009) In terms of main contributions, our research goes beyond the previous work on crowdsourcing word meanings which requires workers to pick a word sense from an existing list that matches provided contextual examples, such as a concordance list. In our work, we require the participants to define the list of all possible senses that a word could take in different contexts. We also see that our two-stage filtering process tailored for this task helps to improve results. We compare interrater scores for two groups of experts and nonexperts to examine the feasibility of extracting high-quality semantic lexicons via the untrained crowd. Non-experts achieved results between 45-97% for accuracy, between 48-92% for completeness, with an average of 18% of tasks having erroneous senses being left in. Experts scored 64-96% for accuracy, 72-95% for completeness, but achieve better results in terms of only 1% of erroneous senses left behind. Our experimental results show that the non-expert crowdsourced annotation process is of a good quality and comparable to that of expert linguists in some cases, although there are variations across different languages. Crowdsourcing provides a promising approach for the speedy generation and expansion of semantic lexicons on a large scale. It also allows us to validate the semantic representations embedded in our taxonomy in the multilingual setting.
Related Work
The crowdsourcing approach, in particular Mechanical Turk (MTurk), has been successfully applied for a number of different Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. Alonso and Mizzaro (2009) adopted MTurk for five types of NLP tasks, resulting in high agreement between expert gold standard labels and non-expert annotations, where a small number of workers can emulate an expert. With the possibility of achieving good results quickly and cheaply, MTurk has been tested for a variety of tasks, such as image annotation (Sorokin and Forsyth, 2008) , Wikipedia article quality assessment (Kittur et al., 2008) , machine translation (Callison-Burch, 2009 ), extracting key phrases from documents (Yang et al., 2009) , and summarization (El-Haj et al., 2010) . Practical issues such as payment and task design play an important part in ensuring the quality of the resulting work. Many designers pay between $0.01 to $0.10 for a task taking a few minutes. Quality control and evaluation are usually achieved through confidence scores and gold-standards (Donmez et al., 2009; Bhardwaj et al., 2010) . Past research has shown (Aker et al., 2012) that the use of radio button design seems to lead to better results compared to the free text design. Particularly important in our case is the language demographics of MTurk (Pavlick et al., 2014) , since we need to find enough native speakers in a number of languages.
There is a growing body of crowdsourcing work related to semantic annotation. Snow et al. (2008) applied MTurk to the Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task and achieved 100% precision with simple majority voting for the correct sense of the word 'president' in 177 example sentences. Rumshisky et al. (2012) derived a sense inventory and sense-annotated corpus from MTurkers comparison of senses in pairs of example sentences. They used clustering methods to identify the strength of coders' tags, something that is poorly suited to rejecting work from spammers (participants who try to cheat the system with scripts or random answers) and would likely not transfer well to our experiment. Akkaya et al. (2010) also performed WSD using MTurk workers. They discuss a number of methods for ensuring quality, accountability, and consistency using 9 tasks per word and simple majority voting. Kapelner et al. (2012) increased the scale to 1,000 words for the WSD task and found that workers repeating the task do not learn without feedback. A set-based agreement metric was used by Passonneau et al. (2006) to assess the validity of polysemous selections of word senses from WordNet categories. Their objective was to take into account similarity between items within a set, however, this may not be desirable in our case due to the limited depth of the USAS taxonomy.
Directly related to our research here are the experiments reported in Piao et al. (2015) . A set of prototype semantic lexicons were automatically generated by transferring semantic tags from the existing USAS English semantic lexicon entries to their translation equivalents in Italian, Chinese and Portuguese via dictionaries and bilingual lexicons. While some dictionaries involved, including Chinese/English and Portuguese/English dictionaries, provided high quality lexical translations for core vocabularies of these languages, the bilingual lexicons, including FreeLang English/Italian, English/Portuguese lexicons 2 and LDC English/Chinese word list, contain erroneous and inaccurate translations. To re-duce the error rate, some manual cleaning was carried out, particularly on the English-Italian bilingual lexicons. Because of the substantial amount of time needed for such manual work, the rest of the lexical resources were used with only minor sporadic manual checking. Due to the noise introduced from the bilingual lexicons, as well as the ambiguous nature of the translation, the automatically generated semantic lexicons for the three languages contain errors, including erroneous semantic tags caused by incorrect translations, and inaccurate semantic tags caused by ambiguous translations. When these automatically generated lexicons were integrated and applied in the USAS semantic tagger, the tagger suffered from error rates of 23.51%, 12.31% and 10.28% for Italian, Chinese and Portuguese respectively.
The improvement of the semantic lexicons is therefore an urgent and challenging task, and we hypothesise that the crowdsourcing approach can potentially provide an effective means for addressing this issue on a large scale, while at the same time allowing us to further validate the representation of word senses in the USAS sense inventory (i.e. the semantic tagset) for these languages.
Semantic Labeling Experiment
We test the wisdom of the crowd in building lexicons and applying the same multilingual semantic representation in six languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, Italian, Portuguese and Urdu. These languages were selected to provide a range of language families, inflectional and derivational morphology, while covering significant number of speakers worldwide. For each language, we randomly selected 250 words. All experiments presented here use the USAS taxonomy to describe semantic categories 3 (Rayson et al., 2004) .
Gold Standard Semantic Tags
To prepare gold standard data we asked a group of linguists (up to two per language) to manually check 250 randomly selected words for each of the six languages, starting from the data provided by Piao et al. (2015) . For additional languages (those not in Piao et al. (2015) ), the Arabic and Urdu gold standards were completed manually by native speaker linguists who translated the 250 words, and we instructed the translators to opt for the most familiar Arabic or Urdu equivalents of the English words. This was further confirmed by checking the list of words by two other Arabic and Urdu native speakers. Here the base form of verbs in Arabic is taken to be the present simple form of the verb in the interest of convenience and because there is no part of speech tag for 'present tense of a lexical verb'. Hence, the three-letter past tense verbs are tagged as 'past form of lexical verb', rather than as base forms. Also, while present and past participles (e.g., 'interesting', 'interested') are tagged as adjectives in English, these are labeled in Arabic as nouns in stand-alone positions but they can also function as adjective premodifying nouns. Linguists then used the USAS semantic tagset to semantically label each word with the most suitable senses.
Non-expert Participants
Non-expert participants are defined as those who are not familiar with the USAS taxonomy in advance of the experiment. We selected Amazon's Mechanical Turk 4 -an online marketplace for work that requires human intelligence -and published "Human Intelligence Tasks" (HITs) for English, Chinese and Portuguese only. For Arabic, Italian, and Urdu initial experiments using MTurk showed that not enough native speakers are available to complete the tasks. Therefore, we employed 12 non-expert participants directly with four native speakers for each of the three languages. All participants used the same interface (Figure 1 ).
On MTurk, we paid workers an average of 7 US dollars per hour. We paid Portuguese workers 50% more to try and attract more participants due to the lack of Portuguese native speakers on MTurk. We paid the other directly contacted participants an average of 8 British pounds per hour. Those payments were made using Amazon 5 and Apple iTunes 6 vouchers.
Expert Participants
Expert participants are defined as those who were already familiar with the USAS taxonomy before the experiments took place. For four languages (Arabic, English, Chinese and Urdu) we asked a total of 15 participants (3 for English and 4 for the other languages) to carry out the same task as the non-experts. All expert and non-expert participants (whether MTurk workers or direct-contact) used the same user interface (Figure 1 ) as described in section 3.5.
Experimental Design
Obtaining reliable results from the crowd remains a challenging task (Kazai et al., 2009 ), which requires a careful experimental design and preselection of crowdsourcers. In our experiments, we worked on minimising the effort required by participants through designing a user-friendly interface. 7 Aside from copying the final output code to a text-box everything else is done using mouse clicks. Poorly designed experiments can negatively affect the quality of the results conducted by MTurk workers (Downs et al., 2010; Welinder et al., 2010; Kazai, 2011) .
Feedback from a short sample run with local testers helped us update the interface and provide more information to make the task efficient. Figure 1 shows a sample task for the word 'car'. The majority of the testers were able to complete the task within five minutes. In response to feedback by some of the testers we provided the "Instructions" section in the six languages under consideration.
Term to Classify car

Tags
Please add tags to describe the term, arranging them from the most commonly used sense to the least.
Please label the word below with a number of tags that represent its meaning. Attach as many (no more than 10), or as few, as you deem appropriate for all senses of the word, placing them in descending order of importance. Tags can be assigned in a (positive or negative manner (for example, "occasionally" is tagged negatively for frequency To assign a tag, click on the add tag button, and select a box from the category selection. This will add an entry in the list, that .can then be sorted so that the most commonly used tag is at the top Please remove any unrelated tags and make sure you do not exceed 10 tags in total To help you with identifying common senses of a word, we have provided a number of links to dictionaries, thesauri, and corpora (where you can see realworld usage). The References button will bring these up over the top of other things, so you can still browse the tags To assign a tag, the participants click on the Add Tag button, and navigate to a box from the category selection where they can select a subcategory (Figures 3 and 4) . By following these steps the participants add an entry in the list, that can then be sorted by dragging and dropping the selected tags so that the most commonly used tag is at the top. We asked the users to remove any unrelated tags and make sure they do not exceed 10 tags in total. To help them when identifying common senses of a given word, we provided a number of links to dictionaries, thesauri, and corpora (where they can see real-world usage) for each language. The References are displayed alongside the interface, so they can still browse the tags (Figure 2 ). Participants are free to use other resources as they see fit. The participants then needed to submit their selections by clicking the Submit button at the end of
Anatomy and physiology
Terms relating to the (human) body and bodily processes
Health and disease
Terms relating to the (state of the) physical condition
Cl and personal
Terms relating to other personal
Cleaning and personal care
Terms relating to domestic/personal hygiene
Figure 4: Subcategories the page and wait until they receive a confirmation message where they need to copy the output-code and provide it to us. For each word we targeted a total of four nonexpert participants and four expert participants to allow measurement and comparison of the agreement within each group to investigate the variability of task results and participants, rather than to take a simple weighted combination to produce an agreed list.
Filtering
Even though crowdsourcing has been shown to be effective in achieving expert quality for a variety of NLP tasks (Snow et al., 2008; CallisonBurch, 2009 ), we still needed to filter out workers who were not taking the task seriously or were attempting to manipulate the system for personal gain (spamming).
In order to avoid these spamming crowdsourced results, we designed a novel task-specific two stage filtering process that we considered more suitable for this type of task than previous filtering approaches. Our two stage process encompasses filters that are appropriate for experts and nonexperts, and is applicable whether participants are using MTurk or not.
In stage one filtering, we asked the MTurk workers to select the correct synonym of the presented word from a list of noisy candidates in order to avoid rejection of their HITs. The list contained four words where only one word correctly fitted as a synonym. In order to set up the first filtering task for MTurk workers (on English, Chinese and Portuguese tasks), we used Multilingual WordNet to obtain the most common synonym for each word. The stage one filtering was not needed for Arabic, Italian and Urdu, since these non-expert participants were directly contacted and we knew that they were native speakers and would not submit random results. The synonyms were validated by linguists in each of the three languages and choices were randomly shuffled before being presented to the workers. Stage one filtering removed 12% of English HITS, 2% of Chinese, and 6% of the Portuguese submissions. In our results presented below, we only considered tasks by workers who chose the correct synonyms and rejected the others.
For the stage two filter, we injected random erroneous senses for each of the 250 words into the initial list of tags and the participants were expected to remove these in order to pass. We deliberately injected wrong and unrelated semantic tags in between 'potentially' correct ones before shuffling the order of the tags. For example, examining the pre-selected tags for the word 'car' in Figure 1 we can see that the semantic tag 'American Football' is unrelated to the word 'car' and in fact does not exist in the USAS semantic taxonomy. The potentially correct tag such as 'Movement/transportation: land' does exist in the semantic lexicon. Results where participants fail to pass stage two are still retained in the experiment and we report on the usefulness of this filter in section 4. All participants (MTurk workers and directly-contacted; experts and non-experts) undertook stage 2 filtering. Our experimental design did not reveal to the participants any details of the two stage filtering process.
Results and Discussion
To evaluate the results 8 we adopted three main metrics (inspired by those used in the SemEval procedures): Accuracy, Completeness, and Correlation.
Accuracy: measure the accuracy of the participant's selection of tags (W T ags ) by counting the matching tags between the worker's selection and the gold standards (G T ags ). To compute Accuracy we divide the number of matching tags by the number of tags selected by the participants.
Completeness: measure the completeness of the participant's selection of tags (W T ags ) by finding 8 All expert and non-expert results are available as CSV files on https://github.com/UCREL/Multilingual-USAS/tree/master/papers/eacl2017 sense workshop whether the gold standard tags (G T ags ) are completely or partially contained within the worker's selection. To compute Completeness we divide the number of matching tags by the number of gold standard tags.
Correlation: To test the similarity of tag selection between workers and gold standards we used Spearman's rank correlation coefficient.
In addition to the three metrics mentioned above we used three factors that work as indicators of the quality of the tagging process:
• Strict: Whether worker's tags are identical to the gold standard (same tags in the same order);
• First Tag Correct: Whether the first tag selected by the worker matches the first tag in the gold standard;
• Fuzzy: Whether tags selected by a worker are contained within the gold standard tags (in any order).
For each language we asked for up to four annotators per word (1,000 HITs per language). For Portuguese, where the participants were all from MTurk, we only received 694 HITs even though we paid participants working on Portuguese 50% more than we paid for the English tasks. Table 2 9 shows the aggregate averages of the non-expert HITs. In total, direct-contact participants and MTurk workers performed well and achieved comparable results to the gold standard in places. Around 50% of the English, Chinese, Urdu, and Portuguese HITs had the correct tags selected with around 15% being identical to the gold standards. In nearly all of the cases, Portuguese workers chose the correct tags although they were in a different order than the gold standard. Arabic participants achieved a high completeness score relative to the gold standard tags, but a close analysis of the results show the participants have suggested more tags than the gold standards.
The results for English suggest that the nonexpert workers are consistent as can be observed by looking at the Accuracy (Acc) and Completeness (Com) results. Spearman's correlation (Cor) suggests that the workers correlate with the expert gold standard tags, which is consistent with previous findings that MTurk is effective for a variety of NLP tasks through achieving expert quality (Snow et al., 2008; Callison-Burch, 2009 ). The majority of the workers matched the first tag correctly (1st) by ordering the tags so the most important (core sense) tag appeared at the top of their selection. The erroneous tags (Err) column shows that many workers did not remove some of the deliberatelywrong tags (see Section 3.5). This reflects the lack of training of the workers, but our checking of the results showed that the erroneous tags were not selected as first choice. Strict (Str) and Fuzzy (Fuz) show that many workers were consistent with the gold standard tags in terms of both tag selection and order. It is worth mentioning that languages differ in terms of ambiguity (e.g. Urdu is less ambiguous than Arabic) which can be observed in the differences between language results.
As mentioned earlier, we did not use MTurk for the Arabic lexicon, due to the lack of Arabic natives speakers on MTurk. Instead, we found four student volunteers who offered to help in semantically tagging the words, again without any training on the tagset. The results show consistent accuracy and completeness. It is worth noting that the Arabic participants obtained higher accuracy and completeness scores by having higher agreement with the gold standard tags. The Arabic language participants selected fewer erroneous tags than the English ones. The majority of the participants got the first tag correct. Arabic participants failed to match the order of tags in the gold standards as reflected by lower correlation. This is expected due to the fact that Arabic is highly inflectional and derivational, which increases ambiguity and presents a challenge to the interpretation of the words (El-Haj et al., 2014) . Difficulties in knowing the exact sense of an out of context Arabic word could result in disagreement when it comes to ordering the senses (see Section 3.1).
For the Chinese language, the result table shows that there is a slightly lower correlation between the non-expert workers' tags and the gold standards. Observing the erroneous results column we can see that the workers have made very few mistakes and deleted the random unrelated tags. The Strict and Fuzzy scores suggest the results to be of high quality. The participants managed to get the first tag correct in many cases.
For the Italian language, we sourced four nonexpert undergrad student participants who are all native Italian speakers but not familiar with the tagset. The participants' results do not correlate well with the gold standards. As the tags description are all in English the annotators found it difficult to correctly select the senses and had to translate some tags into Italian which could have resulted in shifting the meaning of those tags, to communicate with them we had an Italian/English bilingual linguist as a mediator.
As with Arabic and Italian, for the Urdu language we sourced four non-expert participants who are all native Urdu speakers but not familiar with the tagset. Urdu results show that participants correlate well with the gold standards. We also notice a lower percentage of erroneous tags than other languages. The First Tag and Fuzzy scores suggest the results to be of high quality. The participants also managed to get the first tag correct in many cases. The participants all agreed it was easy to define word senses with the words being less ambiguous compared to other languages. This is shown in the high results achieved when compared to non-experts of the other languages.
We received only 694 HITs for Portuguese tasks on MTurk, which suggests there are fewer Portuguese speakers compared to English and Chinese speakers among the MTurk workers. The results for Portuguese in some cases are of very high quality. It should be noted that the gold standard tags were selected and manually checked by a Brazilian Portuguese native speaker expert. There is a difference between European and Brazilian Portuguese which could result in ambiguous words for speakers from the two regions (Frota and Vigário, 2001) . In order to allow better interpretation of the nonexperts' scores, we repeated the experiments on a smaller scale with up to four experts per language (English, Arabic, Chinese and Urdu), who were already familiar with the USAS taxonomy and were researchers in the fields of corpus or computational linguistics. Experts used the same task interface to assign senses to 50 words each. The results are presented in Table 4 . Most notably, experts consistently excel at removing erroneous tags, leaving only a very small number in the data.
English experts performed much better than English non-experts on completeness, correlation and strict measures while their accuracy scores are comparable. Arabic experts performed much better than Arabic non-experts on the accuracy, strict and fuzzy scores while the 1st score is comparable. Chinese experts performed slightly better than Chinese non-experts on Accuracy, completeness and Fuzzy while other scores were comparable. Urdu experts scored relatively more highly on strict and 1st measures while other scores were comparable to Urdu non-experts. Finally , Tables 5  and 6 show the Observed Agreement (OA), Fleiss' Kappa and Krippendorff's alpha scores for the inter-rater agreement between Expert and Non Expert participants. According to (Landis and Koch, 1977) our inter-rater scores show fair agreement between annotators. This serves to illustrate the task is complex even for experts.
Overall these results show that untrained crowdsourcing workers can produce results that are comparable to those of experts when performing semantic annotation tasks. Directly-contacted and MTurk workers achieved similar levels of results overall. This shows that the novel two-phase filtering method used in our experiment is effective for maintaining the quality of the results.
Conclusion and Future Work
In order to accelerate the task of creating multilingual semantic lexicons with coarse-grained word senses using a common multilingual semantic representation scheme, we employed non-expert native speakers via MTurk who were not trained with the semantic taxonomy. Overall, the nonexpert participants semantically tagged 250 words in each of six languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, Italian, Portuguese and Urdu. We analysed the results using a number of metrics to consider the correct likelihood order of tags relative to a gold-standard, along with correct removal of random erroneous semantic tags, and completeness of tag lists. Crowdsourcing has been applied successfully for other NLP tasks in previous research, and we build on previous success in WSD tasks in three ways. Firstly, we have specific requirements for semantic tagging purposes in terms of placing coarse-grained senses into a semantic taxonomy rather than stand-alone definitions. Hence, our experimental set-up allows us to validate the sense inventory in a multilingual setting, carried out here for six languages. Secondly, we extend the usual classification task of putting a word into one of an existing list of senses, instead asking participants to list all possible senses that a word could take in different contexts. Thirdly, we have deployed a novel two-stage filtering approach which has been shown to improve the quality of our results by filtering out spam responses using a simple synonym recognition task as well as HITs removing random erroneous tags. Our experiment suggests that the crowdsourcing process can produce results of good quality and is comparable to the work done by expert linguists. We showed that it is possible for native speakers to apply the hierarchical semantic taxonomy without prior training by the application of a graphical browsing interface to assist selection and annotation process.
In the future, we will apply the method on a larger scale to the full semantic lexicons including multiword expressions, which are important for contextual semantic disambiguation. We will also investigate whether adaptations to our method are required to include more languages such as Czech, Malay and Spanish. In order to pursue the work beyond the existing languages in the USAS system, we will extend bootstrapping methods reported in Piao et al. (2015) with vector-based techniques and evaluate their appropriateness for multiple languages. Finally, we will test whether (a) provision of words in context through concordances, (b) prototypical examples for each semantic tag, or (c) semantic tag labels in the same language as the task word, as part of the resources available to participants would further enhance the accuracy of the crowdsourcing annotation process.
